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Following a brief presentation of the German Marshall Fund, Ian Lesser introduced his lecture by emphasising that the United States (US), contrary to the European Union (EU), has a global power perspective on the Middle-Eastern and North African (MENA) regions. His remarks were subsequently structured around three main points.

First, the US, as a global power, is expected to have a clear strategy regarding the MENA regions. However, this is not the case and the US approach is best characterized as optional engagement. In this regard, a parallel could be drawn between the United Kingdom at the end the 19th century and the US today: both world powers would go with the flow of international events, fending off obstacles as they appeared, while lacking a clear strategy for each and every region of the world.

Second, Ian Lesser mentioned the well-known drivers of US engagement in the European broader neighbourhood: the commitment to Israel’s security and to the Middle East Peace Process, energy security, counter-terrorism policy and non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, the commitment to democratisation and to European security interests. The originality of his remarks lay in the emphasis put on the need not to take these drivers for granted: the US position towards Israel is evolving slowly whereas its energy strategy is being redefined thanks to the domestic production of shale gas.
However, what has remained has been an American sensitivity towards European security interests, as well as the perception of its own normative role in the region. The Iranian nuclear issues remain also high on the US agenda. In terms of international deployment, Ian Lesser underlined that Mali is next on the agenda and that despite Western commitment to the responsibility to protect, Syria is unlikely to be militarily addressed. He also pointed to the crucial role of Turkey in dealing with Syria and stressed its likelihood to remain an important topic of transatlantic discussions in the coming years.

Finally, Ian Lesser touched upon the US presidential elections and insisted that the divergences between the two candidates with regards to the EU’s broader neighbourhood were rather a question of style than of substance. President Obama is likely to promote a more multilateral-minded American foreign policy but challenges such as the Iranian nuclear issue or the rise of Asia will be given priority by both candidates.

The lecture was followed by a highly interactive question and answer session with the audience and a reception.
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